Overview

The Catalog Entry Viewer class, which is a subclass of the Text Viewer class, displays the text contained in a SAS catalog entry. The Catalog Entry Viewer class displays entry types such as SCL, LOG, OUTPUT, or SOURCE. If nontext-based entries such as GRSEG or FRAME are specified, only the text portions are displayed.

With a catalog entry viewer you can display the entry with its original colors or

- change the color and font of missing text elements
- display a column ruler and line numbers
- change the viewed entry at run time
- hotspot text areas to perform actions.

The catalog entry viewer displays data delivered to it by a model and is automatically attached to the catalog entry model. See the Catalog Entry Model class.

Parent:

sashelp.fsp.fbrowser.class

Class:

sashelp.fsp.Catview.class

Methods

The Catalog Entry Viewer class receives its methods from both the Text Viewer class and the Catalog Entry Model class.

These methods are inherited from the Text Viewer class and are described in that class:

- _attach
- _clearMarks
- _detach
- _disableMarks
These methods are delegated by the Catalog Entry Model class and are described in that class:
Dictionary

Catalog Entry Viewer Methods

All catalog entry methods are defined in either the Text Viewer class or the Catalog Entry Model class. Refer to those methods for complete information.